FOOTPRINT MODULATION EXHIBITION:
a project by Kooj Chuhan / Metaceptive Projects + Media

EVALUATION REPORT
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‘Climate Refugees’ by Shahidul Alam with Apu and Murad
Chowdhury at the Oriental Museum

Post‐discussion after performance at Empty Shop

Talk and discussion by commissioned artists

‘Chamada From Chico Mendes’ at Durham Art Gallery

‘The Level’ by Mazaher at Miners’ Hall

‘Refining Memory’ by Platform at Miners’ Hall

‘Exit’ by Diller, Scofidio + Renfro at Durham University

‘African Fragments’ by Tracey Zengeni at Miners’ Hall
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Footprint Modulation: an art exhibition project with discussion events June – July 2015
connecting digital and media art with climate change and migration by Metaceptive projects +
Media led by artist‐curator Kooj Chuhan

EVALUATION REPORT
by project director and manager Kooj (Kuljit) Chuhan
Evaluative Summary and key concluding points
Footprint Modulation is possibly the first and only art exhibition exploring the intersection
between climate change and migration, based on a global Google search for ‘art exhibition climate
change migration’. It was partnered with a major international conference hosted at Durham
University, with significant mutual benefits in terms of contextualisation and profile. The
exhibition and integrated activities took place across five key venues in Durham from 5th June to
5th July 2015, including an art gallery, a museum, a miners’ hall and community centre, an artist‐
run space, and the university. The work shown included international artists who are strongly
profiled in the field of socio‐environmental art concerns as well as emerging artists, all crossing
over with electronic media art and documentary to varying degrees. Local people involved
included collaboration with an environmental group, Transition Durham, and also involvement
with members of the Durham Miners’ Association.
The scale and importance of the project was quite incredible to have been achieved within such a
limited budget, resources and capacity, let alone to have been achieved to the level of success
that is apparent. Critical audience engagement and appraisal was very high, and the cultural
diversity of interest was also high; physical total audience numbers of 5,500 are also good for
Durham, as are the numbers for engagement via online and social media.
Managing such a project with the very limited budget, resources and capacity available was a
great challenge. This was achieved by a significant amount of unpaid time and also clever
strategies in terms of curation, the management team, some volunteers and some
trainee/professional development roles.
The project has raised the scale and profile of any exhibition I have organised before, has
introduced a number of artists to new audiences, has given emerging artists commissioned
opportunities to develop skills and gain exhibition credits alongside international artists, and has
developed a distinctive approach to art that is connected to urgent social realities of this century
and which involves the integration of digital media in its creative production. This has laid a strong
foundation from which to develop more ambitious projects and work in future. The project has
also cemented working relationships with researchers and activists in the areas of climate change
and migration, which have been developed over a number of years leading up to this exhibition.
Further discussion and plans are in progress towards future developments.
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Description of project
The exhibition: background, theme and artists.
International artists, researchers, communities and local activists combined forces using art that
focused on climate change in a ground‐breaking exhibition titled Footprint Modulation. The
exhibition focused on the massive and increasing impact that climate change will have on humans
by forcing us to abandon our homes and migrate. The renowned, award‐winning Bangladeshi
photographer Shahidul Alam presented work for the first time in the North East. Platform based
in London used film and performance to highlight the corruption within global oil. A number of
UK‐based artists from diverse backgrounds provoked us to connect with human realities in other
countries. The New York based architecture and digital art company Diller Scofidio + Renfro
presented a film commissioned by the Cartier Foundation to artistically re‐interpret data about
climate migration.
Taking place in Durham from 5th June – 5th July, the Footprint Modulation exhibition was spread
across five venues including Durham’s leading galleries, museums and artists’ studios, Durham
University and the magnificent Durham Miners’ Hall. The Miners’ Hall is itself of particular interest
with its ongoing tradition of working class radicalism. As Dave Hopper the General Secretary of
Durham Miners’ Association said, “We want to be able to reflect our concerns with pressing
humanitarian issues and conflicts of our time across the world, and the exhibition is a part of
that.” As a bonus the exhibition allowed visitors a rare opportunity to see some historic paintings
and murals permanently housed at the Miners’ Hall, as well as the powerful setting of its little‐
changed nineteenth century council chamber.
This connection alone, along with further grass roots activity through creative collaboration with
local environmental activists Transition Durham, set the project apart from other exhibitions of
this nature yet its unique qualities didn’t stop there. The exhibition culminated in an international
conference hosted by Durham University which discussed climate‐induced migration, titled
‘Human Migration and the Environment: Futures, Politics, Invention’. This concluded four years of
cutting edge workshops by leading researchers across Europe and also set the theme for the
exhibition. The chair of the conference Dr Andrew Baldwin stated, “When people think of climate
change they don’t make any connections with migration, yet migration is probably the biggest
human consequence in a truly devastating way for people who are forced to leave their homes
and livelihoods. Getting it on the agenda is way overdue, and this art exhibition is a great way to
do that.”
Artworks were carefully selected to underline the theme of climate change and migration by
curator and artistic director Kooj Chuhan, not least by hosting the sensitively portrayed photo‐
documentary series titled ‘Climate Refugees’ by Shahidul Alam on show at the Oriental Museum.
In Shahidul’s own words, “Bangladeshis living in the low lying coastal regions of the country are
amongst the most vulnerable to climate change … often living in abject poverty … This often
requires relocation to areas of relative safety, where they have even fewer rights than on their
own land.” Shahidul’s work was accompanied by ‘Resilience’, a video installation by emerging UK
Bangladeshi media artists Apu and Murad Chowdhury who responded to Shahidul’s photography.
Elsewhere, Iranian artist Mazaher exhibited his video installation ‘The Level’ at Durham Miners’
Hall, which dramatised verbatim dialogue from interviews conducted in acutely affected parts of
the world by the UK Climate Change and Migration Coalition. Also at the Miners’ Hall the artist
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Tracey Zengeni responded to climate change in Zimbabwe, her native land. Her work is titled
‘African Fragments’ and used stop‐motion techniques to layer painting over documentary
sequences by film‐maker Nigel Hulett based in Zimbabwe. Durham Art Gallery hosted a new
interactive digital and musical art installation by Kooj Chuhan titled ‘Chamada From Chico Mendes’
which connected climate struggles in multiple countries with Brazilian activist and trade unionist
Chico Mendes who was murdered in 1988.
The well‐known arts, activism and education organisation Platform exhibited a revised version of
their critically acclaimed ‘Refining Memory’ video installation, again showing at the Miners’ Hall.
This commemorated the 20th anniversary of the murder of leading writer Ken Saro‐Wiwa and the
Ogoni 9 due to their resistance against activities by Shell Oil and the Nigerian governement.
During a weekend packed with talks, activities and screenings at the end of June that overlapped
with the conference, Platform also headed a performance and discussion night at Empty Shop HQ
titled ‘Silence Would Be Treason’ involving performance poets Sai Murray and Selina Nwulu.
Collaborating with Platform on this night were local environmental activists Transition Durham
who used video and poetry to present their campaign demanding that Durham University divests
away from fossil fuel companies. They hope that Durham will follow in the inspiring footsteps of
Glasgow University who have already set a precedent.
Diller Scofidio + Renfro’s acclaimed film titled ‘Exit’, seen as a key artwork about climate migration
among researchers of the subject, was screened at Durham University accompanied by a panel
discussion involving experts in the field. Other talks and debates featured during the same
weekend included a discussion about new approaches to art, research and activism at Durham Art
Gallery involving Alex Randall from the UK Climate Change and Migration Coalition, Janet Stewart
the director of Durham’s Centre for Visual Arts and Culture, and geography researcher Andrew
Telford of Durham University who added perspectives on how climate change is likely to affect
Durham itself. Then there was a debate at Durham Miners’ Hall around the thorny areas of
workers’ rights, fossil fuels and the miners involving writer, ex‐miner and trade unionist Dave
Douglass who previously collaborated with the Turner prize artist Jeremy Deller’s re‐enactment of
the Battle Of Orgreave.
This integration of local grass‐roots involvement alongside art, research and activism at multiple
levels and including people from diverse backgrounds was essential for project director Kooj
Chuhan and his company Metaceptive who delivered the project. The process was informed by
Kooj’s experience not only as an artist and activist but also as a community worker, teacher and
ex‐scientist. He suggests that “the way art is produced, distributed and consumed generally
becomes distant from our lives and our control, it’s hard to really connect with it. Footprint
Modulation with its provocative focus manages to integrate with peoples lives, activities, issues
and discussions at an unusually high level.” Kooj hopes that local involvement will leave a lasting
legacy, encouraging more work like this to be possible from the relationships formed and the
experience and skills gained.
The title ‘Footprint Modulation’ on the one hand suggests our carbon footprint is being
‘modulated’ or pushed in different directions by active forces, yet at the same time it references
FM radio (‘Frequency Modulation’) where messages are added to and carried by a radio wave. All
of the work in the exhibition involves the use of digital imagery and software, and also uses
documentary footage and production in a variety of ways that re‐interpret the world around us
and add artistic layers to that footage, imagery, text and dialogue.
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This art exhibition is probably the first to have focused on the theme of Climate Change and
Migration. A Google search of ‘art exhibition climate change migration’ lists this exhibition across
its entire first page of results, and no other exhibitions appear to be listed with this theme.
A fuller outline of the exhibition and artists is available within the Exhibition Guide – included later
in this report.

Human Migration and the Environment international conference
Full title ‐ ‘Human Migration and the Environment: Futures, Politics, Invention’
Durham University, UK from 28th June – 1st July, 2015
This international partner conference hosted by Durham University concluded the Footprint Modulation art
exhibition with social and political contexts and research. Full details at www.climigration.eu /
www.durhamconference.eu
From the conference website:
Human migration and the environment are two of the most pressing issues of our times. But what is
stake when these two phenomena are articulated as a singular relation? By asking this and many
other questions, this conference provides a multidisciplinary forum for scholars, policymakers,
practitioners and artists to chart out the next generation of research on human migration and the
environment. The aim of the conference is to expand the debate on human migration and the
environment beyond its current configuration as a problem of causation, law and policy towards a
more pluralist debate that acknowledges the multidimensional nature of environmental change and
migration. The conference subthemes – ‘futures’, ‘politics’ and ‘invention’ – will consider issues of
knowledge, power and innovation the context of human migration and environmental change. The
conference should appeal to social scientists, humanities and legal scholars as well as to scientists
committed to working with and within the social sciences, humanities and law.

Venues
Durham DLI Art Gallery http://www.dlidurham.org.uk

Aykley Heads, Durham, County Durham DH1 5TU

Oriental Museum www.dur.ac.uk/oriental.museum/ Elvet Hill Rd, Durham, County Durham DH1 3TH
Empty Shop www.emptyshop.org 35c Framwellgate Bridge, Durham, DH1 4SJ
Durham Miners Assoc www.durhamminers.org The Miners' Hall, Redhills, DURHAM DH1 4BD
Durham University, Dept of Geography, Science Site, South Road, Durham DH1 3LE
www.durhamconference.eu

List of activity outputs (exhibitions and events) by venue
Three 1‐month‐long exhibition venues 5th June – 5th July:
‐ Oriental Museum
‐ Durham Art Gallery
‐ Miners’ Hall
One public performance 28th July:
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‐ at Empty Shop
Six public workshops / discussion events:
‐ Durham Art Gallery 2pm 27th June; attendance 12
‐ Oriental Museum 2pm 28th June; attendance 10
‐ Miners’ Hall 4.30pm 28th June; attendance 26
‐ Empty Shop 7pm 28th June (two events during this long evening); attendance 150
‐ Durham University 6.30pm 29th June; attendance 150 incl. 10 non‐conference participants or artists.
One presentation & Q+A at the launch event 4th June; attendance 40
Three workshops with Transition Durham including one social media skills for art exhibitions workshop and
two more informal collaborative development workshops.
Full details of the above at http://metaceptive.net/footprint‐modulation/
One three‐day conference ‘Human Migration & the Environment’ at Durham University 29th June – 1st July
full details at http://www.durhamconference.eu/

Artists, collaborators and partners:
Durham Johnstone school – was not involved after all, despite initial interest from teachers the project’s
timing was not workable.
Transition Durham, a local environmental group, were involved as significant collaborators, jointly
organising and participating in the performance event with Platform at Empty Shop. In a sense they can be
seen as a replacement for the school not being able to participate.
First Step – after an initial talk and presentation by Sandra Morland for the group, participation did not
happen due to their having an impending end of current funding which reduced their capacity; however
they are going to receive the final video and intend to organise a screening therefore still involved with the
project, its development and discussion of future possibilities.
Artists:
Shahidul Alam & Drik, Bangladesh (via Metaceptive)
Platform (via Metaceptive)
Diller, Scofidio + Renfro (via Durham University / parallel conference)
Kooj Chuhan (via Metaceptive)
Apu Chowdhury (via Metaceptive)
Tracey Zengeni (via Metaceptive)
Mazaher (via Metaceptive)
Maya Chowdhry (via Metaceptive)
Granadilla Films, Zimbabwe (via Metaceptive)
Partner venues:
Oriental Museum (via Metaceptive)
Durham Art Gallery (via Metaceptive)
Empty Shop (via Metaceptive)
Miners Hall (via Metaceptive)
Community and creative groups and collectives:
Transition Durham (via Metaceptive)
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ADDA – Bangladeshi group in Manchester (via Metaceptive)
Virtual Migrants (via Metaceptive)
First Step – Newcastle (via Metaceptive)
Supporting organisations:
Geography at Durham (via Durham University / parallel conference)
Cartier Foundation (via Durham University / parallel conference)
Centre for Visual Arts and Culture (CVAC) (via Durham University)
UK Climate Change and Migration Coalition – UKCCMC (via Metaceptive)
COST Action (via Durham University / parallel conference)

Audience Evaluation methods
In sympathy with the available capacity for this project, and the need to derive a useful data
sample for clear and easy analysis and interpretation, we decided to restrict the evaluation
methods to:
(a) questionnaires at the events and exhibition venues
(b) face‐to‐face interviews with a written record during a single sample day of visitors at
each of the three exhibition venues
(c) a selection of video interviews
(d) show‐of‐hands questions during events (artists’ talks, discussions, performance)

Evaluation results and analysis
Audience:
Total physical visitors approx. 5,500:
- Oriental Museum 2.5k
- Durham art gallery 2.5k
- Conference/Durham Uni 150
- Empty Shop 150
- Miners’ Hall 200.
50 Feedback survey sheets were collected, plus 38 face‐to‐face interviews conducted of which 9 were of
venue staff.
All data has been archived ‐ feedback sheets, interview questionnaires and video interviews.
High average ratings of 4 out of 5 were achieved for artistic quality, presentation. Positive message and the
venues. Audiences had slightly lower ratings for their level of understanding of climate issues, and then
lower again for their understanding of migration issues, which suggests an interest in and need for such art
works.
Slightly more females attended than males, and most of the audiences were a range of adult ages. A
surprising number (over a third of the sample) came from outside Durham, and for a demographic with
such little cultural variation a significant number of people from diverse backgrounds also attended (about
a third of the sample). The comments are particularly revealing and suggest a strong appreciation of the
work from a critical audience, in other words the actual value of the experience is even more important to
audiences than their ratings suggest.
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The exhibition website received 2,741 views and 1,284 unique visitors from over 50 different countries. For
an emerging organisation with such limited capacity and budget this is very good.
Website data from partners is estimated at 5,250 Unique Visitors and 1,050 clicks. (From partner websites,
the clicks are likely to be more useful than the visitors as there will be a number of other competing pieces
of content the visitors will be engaging with, which is not the case with the visitors for the exhibition
project’s own website.)
A similar picture emerges from Facebook and Twitter. Via Twitter there were 82 favorites and 96 re‐
tweets. A sample of people / organisations who re‐tweeted is given in the Appendix along with the number
of followers they have; of particular note might be Lesbians and Gay Men Support the Miners with over 5k
followers, Platform with nearly 12k and Shahidul Alam with nearly 25k.
The audience via press is potentially enormous, for example Deutsche Welle online has an audience that
runs into tens of millions. The highlight of the press and media coverage was indeed probably an excellent
online feature on the exhibition focused around an interview of Kooj Chuhan by a Deutsche Welle
journalist. Additional worthwhile coverage was gained by Artists’ Newsletter (it was the online feature for
that week), UNHCR, Platform, the UK Climate Change and Migration Coalition, and various local and
regional media. It is a significant new audience for the arts to have humanitarian and environmental
interests profiling such work.

A great many positive comments were received, such as:
Whole project excellent. Possibly more time would be helpful.
Very moving mages. Such humanity. Climate change is a human issue that affects people.
Level: (+) choice of location, narratives, presentation. Refining Memory: (+) clean, clear
message communicated. African Fragments: (+) reflections of our world through monitors.
To all of you, keep up the great work!
Made me think about objects in more detail.
Love that we can make some noise
I love the venue, giving a stronger impression to the art pieces. I also like the fact that
(contrary to the conference panels) there are affected people expressing their own
perceptions about the problems, and lived experiences.
Really liked the installation.
The theme of race, migration and climate change comes across very powerfully in this
exhibition. Those affected by climate change. Those who will be displaced are mostly
black. This comes across clearly in the exhibition. This has really led me to think differently
about climate change and migration.
Excellent community conversation.
I enjoyed everything ‐ the debate was incredibly stimulating and the facilitation was well
paced and very relaxed.
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‐ I'm a researcher in this field, and the exhibition has helped to inform how artistic
initiatives can help this.
Cracking presentations ‐ really informative, engaging ‐ changed my understanding of the
issues
Venue excelled. Clearly inspired presentation with dedication and a lot of effort put into the
exhibits.
It was helpful to hear the story of the "process" of the art installation; I shall get more out
of it when I re‐visit. Visual and participatory impact was vitally important. The panel was
expert and made issues clearer.
The main negative comments (which were few) tended to be about …
The setting of the display wasn't good, it was inconvenient
too many cameras though ‐ rather intrusive!
‐ More contextual info about the issue provided
Perhaps the questions could have been less complex.
Would have liked explanation of how to use drumsticks to be more obvious.

Influence, engagement and impact
The subject theme in hand is widely known to be ‘off the radar’ for most people, therefore the idea of
‘deepening existing knowledge and arts appreciation’ needs to be interpreted as being at a very
introductory phase from a low knowledge level baseline.
The media and social media coverage, feedback sheets, interview questionnaires and video interviews all
suggest considerable effectiveness in raising engagement with the creative art works, the subject and the
research / academic work.
The project has clearly influenced its partners and other related groups; certain groups that retweeted or
shared info to large numbers of followers such as mentioned earlier gives a strong indication of an
increased connection with the themes as artistically interpreted via the exhibition. Sample audience
comments give an indication of how the exhibition was received and engaged audiences.
The budget also indicates a degree of wealth creation in terms of freelance workers contracted to the
project and the work undertaken by Metaceptive. Civic engagement is clear throughout, audiences
especially those participating in the workshops and events are keen to use their experience towards being
useful for addressing global issues, and towards using the arts more in future.
The lowest of the audience ratings were for their own knowledge of climate change and especially of
migration, which again strongly suggests a worthwhile impact of this project.
Metaceptive Projects and Media and my artist team incl. the Virtual Migrants collective have benefited and
form a good case study, where the project has raised the profile of our work outside Manchester and the
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North West in a significant way. This is the first project of a ‘medium scale’ for Metaceptive, involving a
combination of partners and innovative processes. The project has effectively launched Metaceptive as an
independent and credible player in the cultural sector, whereas until now it has been little more than a
trading name for the independent projects led by creative producer and artist Kooj Chuhan. It has led to
relationships which can and are being built on for further potential and funded projects, which will in turn
develop more income, activity, profile, skills and experience.

CURATION – brief notes
The exhibition presented a range of perspectives from different cultural geographies involving
both international artists and also emerging artists who are mature in their level of experience
crossing over to digital media on a professional‐development based fee. There was a critical
emphasis on art with an activist agenda, and also art involving a renegotiation of how digital
media and communication around issues of climate justice and of migration can be discussed for
public critique using a combination of aesthetic, cultural and political considerations. By also
presenting the work across a diverse range of venues and involving diverse communities and
collaborations, the exhibition cut across boundaries of culture and artistic practice.
MARKETING – brief notes
The marketing was a major issue. The North‐East based PR person arranged was unable to
undertake much of the work due to unforeseen commitments; a previous specialist was able to
partly fill in, and the rest was done by bespoke trainees from Transition Durham which took a ot of
work to arrange and manage. Nevertheless, some good coverage was achieved though mostly
online – including a key piece in the international Deutsche Welle, coverage in Artists Newsletter,
good local coverage and coverage by specialist organisations working in the field.
MANAGEMENT – brief notes
The scale of the project exceeded the original vision, being spread across so many venues and
having so many events. The management was achieved very successfully by a barebones team of
three people using all of the usual methods and overlapping roles – including that of
documentation – but also requiring a great deal of unpaid additional time. The budget was
incredibly small when compared with the scale and ambition of the project, and in addition to
unpaid management time the project was successfully achieved by great care being taken with
curatorial decisions as mentioned above.
ARTISTIC, CREATIVE AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT – brief notes
The project has raised the scale and profile of any exhibition I have organised before, has
introduced a number of artists to new audiences, has given emerging artists commissioned
opportunities to develop skills and gain exhibition credits alongside international artists, and has
developed a distinctive approach to art that is connected to urgent social realities of this century
and which involves the integration of digital media in its creative production. This has laid a strong
foundation from which to develop more ambitious projects and work in future. The project has
also cemented working relationships with researchers and activists in the areas of climate change
and migration, which have been developed over a number of years leading up to this exhibition.
Further discussion and plans are in progress towards future developments.
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Exhibition Guide:
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Events Flyer:
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Press and PR report from Tim Birch
Summary, towards reporting
Activity log: >20 days of work: Research, writing, mailings, listings, follow‐ups including alternate
approaches such as postings to key BBC shows based at Broadcasting House, liaison e.g. securing and
setting up Deutsche Welle interview – which was subsequently picked up on and reprinted by the UN’s
UNHCR Refugee Agency.
Main promo activity – see record (Excel) attached – available record of >100, targeted, pursued.
In addition, Twitter planning, research, sequencing, action, interaction.
Twitter analysis: reactivated an old account and gave it the brand/logo‐relevant header and added FM
links.
Overall in the period of activity: 162 tweets, led to 30 new followers.
Key influencers included: Challenge.org (>12k followers), habitus research, Canada, John Pratt (>17k), Prof.
McKinnes (>7k), Head of Business and Science at Deutsche Welle, CoolMyPlanet (>36k), ClimateHawk1
(>17k), DataIsBeautiful (>35k), International Spectator (>428k) and several art sector follows (which have a
combined total of >1million followers).
This aspect to the promo work proved its worth as it directly led to Deutsche Welle coverage – 1 piece
published at time of writing – 1 follow up piece as promised by DW.
DW is an international publication, German based with excellent English language content across its
channels. This is a huge player in the media spectrum, e.g. bigger than The Guardian (UK) who despite
several approaches to 6 of their Environment team and 3 of their arts team were not able to pick up on the
show. DW has a global readership of some 30 million.
Also led to promotion by Refugee Daily (a paper.li online aggregation paper that has 2.7 k shares as an
indicator of audience – no further data available).
Also ‘worthwhile’ RTs (i.e. real, relevant people, not robot or porn‐related RTs) 15; favourites 17.
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APPENDIX: Evaluative data and statistics.
50 Feedback Survey sheets were collected and the quantitative results are presented in the charts below.
There were also 38 face‐to‐face interviews conducted of which 9 were of venue staff. All of the source data
is available either accompanying this document or on request.
Footprint Modulation: Collated data charts from 50 audience feedback sheets.
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Sample Feedback Sheet:
FOOTPRINT MODULATION – art, climate and displacement by Metaceptive Projects
PLEASE CAN WE HAVE SOME FEEDBACK:
Please let us know what you thought about this exhibition and its activities. It will help us to do more
projects and do them better. Fill in this sheet and give it to one of the staff or volunteers.
This feedback is for:

[ ] Exhibition
at [ ] Miners Hall

[ ] Durham Art Gallery

[ ] Oriental Museum

[ ] specific events, please say which: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Please rate the following, where 1=poor, 3=average and 5=excellent:
(a) Artistic quality

[ ]1

[ ]2

[ ]3

[ ]4

[ ]5

(b) How well presented

[ ]1

[ ]2

[ ]3

[ ]4

[ ]5

(c) Positive message

[ ]1

[ ]2

[ ]3

[ ]4

[ ]5

(d) Your own understanding of climate issues

[ ]1

[ ]2

(e) Your own understanding of migration issues
(f) The venue

[ ]1

[ ]2

[ ]3

[ ]4

[ ]1

[ ]3
[ ]2

[ ]4
[ ]3

[ ]5
[ ]4

[ ]5

[ ]5

Please say what you liked, also what could have been better (continue on the back if you wish):

Please tell us if this work has introduced you in any way to how climate change is linked to migration or
people having to leave their homes, and the links with research on this area:

MONITORING INFORMATION
Gender: [ ] Female

[ ] Male

Age: [ ] Child/Junior

[ ] Teenager

Cultural origin: [ ] British

[ ] Younger Adult

[ ] European

Where do you live? [ ] Durham

[ ] Older Adult

[ ] Non‐European

[ ] Nearby regions

[ ] Other

MAILING LIST: fill in your contact details for occasional information about future projects:

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Email . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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FM interview questions: Audience
Please introduced yourself: your name and what brought you here.
Name (optional): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Please tell me your thoughts about what artwork you have just seen or session you have been involved in?
What if anything struck you, and why?

Has this exhibition or session introduced you to the connection between climate change and migration? If
so, how far and where have your thoughts led you about this connection?

Contact email (optional): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Venue staff ‐ As above, and also:
What reactions to the exhibition have you noticed, and have you had any feedback at all?

How well do you think the exhibition has worked in the space?

Does it encourage you to explore other exhibition possibilities like this in future?

Contact email (optional): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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FM interview questions (face to face for written recording)
Audience
Please introduced yourself: your name and what brought you here.
Please tell me your thoughts about what artwork you have just seen or session you have been involved in?
What if anything struck you, and why?
Has this exhibition or session introduced you to the connection between climate change and migration? If
so, how far and where have your thoughts led you about this connection?
Venue staff
As above, and also:
What reactions to the exhibition have you noticed, and have you had any feedback at all?
How well do you think the exhibition has worked in the space?
Does it encourage you to explore other possibilities like this in future?

FM question for chair to ask audience
I wonder if I could have a quick show of hands of those who get that climate change is connected in some
ways to migration?
Of those who put their hands up, for how many of you is this a fairly new connection?
Any comments on how far and where have your thoughts led you about this connection?
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Footprint Modulation exhibition: website stats (from www.metaceptive.net)
The statistics for visitors of the exhibition website are shown in the following graphics, further detail is
available on request. During the five months from April – August 2015 the exhibition was the central
activity at www.metaceptive.net representing at least 95% of all activity. This represents 2,741 views and
1,284 unique visitors from over 50 different countries.
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Stats from Partner Websites:
Website data from partners has been difficult to acquire, except for (a) Platform who returned a figure for a
total of 200 clicks on their events page for their exhibition at Miners’ Hall and for the Empty Shop event,
and (b) Durham Art Gallery who had 2955 visitors and 7353 web hits but that is for their entire website
during that period. Based on Platform’s stats, which we can safely equate to approx. 1000 unique visitors,
we then might estimate at least half this level for each of UKCCMC, Durham Art Gallery, Miners’ Hall and
Empty Shop, a quarter for Transition Durham and then double for Shahidul Alam / Drik. This adds up to
1,050 clicks and 5,250 Unique Visitors. From partner websites, the clicks are likely to be more useful than
the visitors as there will be a number of other competing pieces of content the visitors will be engaging
with, which is not the case with the visitors for the exhibition project’s own website.
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Facebook
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Twitter:
Via Twitter there were 82 favorites and 96 re‐tweets.
Of the re‐tweets, here are a sample of the people / organisations who re‐tweeted and the number of
followers they have:
Name
Hoax publication
MELD
HaHa gallery
Greenpeace Newcastle

Lesbians and Gay Men Support the Miners
Durham University Museums
Amor Shabbi journalist
Shake
Platform
Pippa Bailey producer/director
UK Climate Change & Migration Coalition
Alex Randall
CVAC in Durham
Whats On North East .com
Shahidul Alam artist/activist
This Is Durham
Culture Durham
Durham TIC
Empty Shop arts venue
Majority World photo agency

Twitter ID
@hoaxpublication
@meldcc
@hahagallery
@Greenpeace_NE
@LGSMpride
@dumuseums
@AmorShabbi
@voicesthatSHAKE
@PlatformLondon
@pipsterb
@UKCCMC
@alex_randall
@CVACinDURHAM
@whatsonnorth
@shahidul
@ThisisDurham
@culturedurham
@moreDurham
@EmptyShop
@Majority_World
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Followers (10th Sept 2015)
4946
1368
991
1112
5269
3937
2912
1202
11900
1876
1789
888
188
14100
24300
11100
2861
1010
2752
249
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Selected media coverage
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[Attachments: budget, evaluation sheets (pdf’s), collated feedback (xls), TimB press list (xls), this
report]
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